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2018 The 6th International Conference on Control,
Mechatronics, and Automation (http://www.iccma.org) will
be held in Tokyo, Japan on October 12–14, 2018. It is
supported by the International Association of Computer
Science & Information Technology.
Bearing in mind the significance of mechanical control,
intelligent mechatronics, and automation, in general, this
Special Issue focuses on the recent development of various
fields or cross-fields of related topics, and it represents a
good opportunity for researchers around the world to
disseminate different aspects of their work.
Suitable topics include, but are not limited to, the
following:
intelligent mechatronics
robotics
biomimetics
automation
control systems
manufacturing process
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Machines is an international, peer reviewed journal on
machinery and engineering. It publishes research articles,
reviews, short communications and letters.
Our aim is to encourage scientists to publish their
experimental and theoretical results in as much detail as
possible. There is no restriction on the length of the papers.
Full experimental and/or methodical details must be
provided.
There are, in addition, unique features of this journal:
Manuscripts regarding research proposals and research
ideas will be particularly welcomed; Electronic files or
so ware regarding the full details of the calculation and
experimental procedure - if unable to be published in a
normal way can be deposited as supplementary material.
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Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or
their institutions.
High visibility: indexed in the Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) - Web of Science,
from Vol. 5, and in Inspec (IET). Covered in Scopus from Vol. 5 (2017).
Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to
authors approximately 22 days after submission; acceptance to publication is
undertaken in 5 days (median values for papers published in the first six months of 2018).
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